




Out of the Dust-bin 
 

emember when recycling first began to catch on?  It was the new thing.  So hip, so trendy, so eco-friendly! Of 
course, you had to know just what could be recycled—this sort of plastic but not that sort, clear bottles but not 
colored glass, newspapers but no inserts, and so on.  Today, in my garage we have a huge “wheelie bin” that 

we’re told we can throw anything and everything into—plastics, milk cartons, newspapers, cans, bottles, you 
name it.  Eventually it all gets put onto a barge to China, China refuses to accept it (China is apparently 
threatening that it will soon refuse all post-consumer recycling waste), and, quite probably, it all gets dumped into 
the sea.  But it’s progress, right? 
 So I confess to feeling just a little annoyed by the article in this issue on “Our Dust-bins.”  Seems that 
recycling is neither new, nor modern, nor trendy.  Victorians were doing it well over a century ago (this article 
dates from 1868!).  Furthermore, they were doing it on a far larger, more productive, and (apparently) more 
economical scale than we have even dreamt of. 
 Victorians, it seems, didn’t recycle just a few things, select items like paper (inserts or no), certain types of 
plastics (granted, they didn’t have plastics yet, which is rather in their favor), or glass.  They recycled it all.  
Bones.  Rags.  (That’s why the dustbin collectors were often known as “the rag and bone” men.)  Ashes and coals. 
Old tea leaves. Food waste. Egyptian mummies...   
 Even more amazing is the uses to which recycled materials were being put.  In the 1860’s, linen and other 
rags might end up being recycled into paper—although the article points out that this practice was already 
declining.  Instead, rags were being routed into the “shoddy” industry—the manufacture of new fabric out of old.  
(You can find an interesting article on “shoddy” wool manufacturing at https://www.agosto-foundation.org/devils-
dust.)  Bones might be recycled into the manufacture of china.  Coal dust and ash were recycled into building 
materials. Old tea leaves were often resold as new tea leaves, but that came under the category of “food 
adulteration,” which we’ve looked at in other issues (see, for example, the January 2016 issue). And a great deal 
of the waste materials of Britain went into fertilizer. 
 In fact, Britain’s Victorian “recycling” program extended far beyond the boundaries of Britain itself.  Old 
rags for the shoddy industry were imported by the ton from other parts of Europe.  According to this article, old 
battlefields throughout Europe were mined for human bones to fertilize British crops (a thought that rather sends 
chills down one’s spine).  And did I mention mummies?  Egypt shipped mummies (mostly, but not exclusively, 
animal) by the boatload to Britain to be converted, again, to fertilizer. 
 To make all this happen, Victorian Britain required one asset that we, perhaps, no longer have: a nearly 
endless supply of incredibly cheap labor.  Today, it’s hard to imagine hundreds (if not thousands) of workers 
willing to spend their days sorting through other people’s garbage.  In Victorian Europe, such labor was easy to 
find.  In our January 2018, we ran a piece on the “chiffoniers” of Paris, who handled the same unpleasant tasks as 
the “hill women” of London.  And because of this supply of cheap labor, recycling materials could actually be less 
expensive than harvesting new, raw materials for the same purposes. 
 I said “hard to imagine”—but I should have said “in this country” or, perhaps, in “western” countries.  In 
Asia, Latin America and other parts of the world, the “chiffoniers” are still alive and well. Their work today is 
often known as “landfill mining,” and if you do a search on this term, you’ll find a growing interest even in 
“developed” countries in the “riches” that are to be found in our mounds of garbage.  In the past, most of the 
articles and features I’ve seen on the poor who search landfills for marketable materials have focused on the 
horror of such working conditions.  But today, articles are beginning to address the question of whether we ought 
not to be focusing, instead, on what can be “mined” from our rubbish—and whether landfill mining might not be 
one way to help preserve diminishing natural resources for the future. 
 Should we begin to move in that direction—should we start looking to yesterday’s dumps, tips and rubbish 
heaps as the source of tomorrow’s building supplies, textiles, paper, and perhaps even fertilizer—chances are that 
pundits will praise this as the newest, hippest, trendiest thing on the planet.  Landfill recyclers will be praised as 
forward-thinkers, people with a vision for the future.   
 If so, it will be yet another forward-thinking vision for the future that has its roots very firmly in our Victorian 
past!  

—Moira Allen, Editor 
editors@victorianvoices.net 
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